If {L } is a sequence defined by
It is well known that
X is the positive root of (3) \ a * \~b = 1 .
Hence, if (2) holds, we must have X 5 u where p is the positive root of («0 v~° * \T d = l .
There are examples however, to show that this condition is not sufficient.
One such example is L n = min{2I n _ 3 , £ n _ 2 + V u } > n ~ 5 '
with t h e initial conditions L = L 2 = £ . = L^ = 1 . 
n-a n-b n-c n-d for n > e , and define X > 1 and u > 1 by (3) and (U). 1/ X < u ,, and •£/ a and fc are relatively prime, then there exists an integer n Q such that
Proof. Suppose ff i s an integer, N > e + 1 . Define Suppose 0 < £ < 1 , and r is an integer, r > N -1 + f . We claim that (7) LJ\for all q in S , q < r .
For, (7) implies that
Similarly
Successively repeating the argument yields (8).
Since r 2 N -1 + f , each member of the set {N-l, N-2, ..., N-e} is of the form r -q for q in S . Thus by (6) and (8), the inequality (7) implies <?" > inf (l-eX^)c ff , where the infimum is taken over those q 9 f o r w h i c h N -l^. r -q > N -e ; t h a t i s , r + l -N < q < r + e -N .
By reversing the argument, if e is now chosen such that 
It is easy to check that one
. L is then determined for a l l n l a r g e r than some fixed integer n Q , n $ d (mod k) , and, for
suitable initial conditions can ensure that if this value is initially a negative constant, then by induction, n n-a n-d n-a n-b
The author has been unable to obtain similar general results for the 
